Liquid biopsy and therapeutic response: Circulating tumor cell cultures for evaluation of anticancer treatment
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The lack of a robust anticancer drug screening system to monitor patients during treatment delays realization of personalized treatment. We demonstrate an efficient approach to evaluate drug response using patient-derived circulating tumor cell (CTC) cultures obtained from liquid biopsy. Custom microfabricated tapered microwells were integrated with microfluidics to allow robust formation of CTC clusters without pre-enrichment and subsequent drug screening in situ. Rapid feedback after 2 weeks promotes immediate intervention upon detection of drug resistance or tolerance. The procedure was clinically validated with blood samples (n = 73) from 55 patients with early-stage, newly diagnosed, locally advanced, or refractory metastatic breast cancer. Twenty-four of these samples were used for drug evaluation. Cluster formation potential correlated inversely with increased drug concentration and therapeutic treatment. This new and robust liquid biopsy technique can potentially evaluate patient prognosis with CTC clusters during treatment and provide a noninvasive and inexpensive assessment that can guide drug discovery development or therapeutic choices for personalized treatment.

INTRODUCTION

Progression of anticancer drug development into actual clinical utility remains hindered by the inherent heterogeneity of cancer. Furthermore, tumor biopsies often fail to reflect the complete cancer gene expression profile (1, 2). Current imaging techniques for cancer evaluation [for example, computed tomography (CT) scan] also suffer from technical limitations (3, 4), which lead to false-negative findings. These limitations affect the development of prognostic assays in aiding the development of robust drug regimens. At present, several drug screening systems available for cancer cell lines are often designed for use with multiwell plates (5) or robotics (6). However, the translational relevance of cell lines is often in question because prolonged culture and multiple passages lead to phenotypes that are no longer representative of the original tumor in terms of the cell’s epigenetics and gene expression.

In the past few years, several methods of in vitro cultures of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) were established (7–10). CTCs are primary cancer cells that originate from either primary or secondary tumors (11, 12). Their enumeration had led to the finding that, at least in metastatic patients, their prevalence correlates with shorter overall survival (13, 14). Previous attempts at CTC expansion led to the establishment of cell lines derived from CTCs of breast, colon, and prostate cancer patients. These cell lines were usually established after months in culture, requiring pre-enrichment procedures such as affinity binding, fluorescence-activated cell sorting, or negative selection (Table 1). The efficiency in obtaining CTC cultures using these methods was also low (<20%), and the need for pre-enrichment with each method resulted in a loss of CTCs.

An efficient and reliable drug screening system for routine clinical use should consider the following factors: (i) minimal requirements for reagents and samples, (ii) cultures simulating in vivo conditions (15), and (iii) simplicity and robustness of the system. These factors are especially relevant in “real-world” circumstances, whereby clinicians are often provided with small “windows” of opportunity to make decisions for treatment based on the information gathered from tumor imaging and sample profiling. Because of the rate of acquiring drug resistance or tolerance, it is inevitable that a prolonged and continuous change of drug combinations will be required to match the ability of cancer cells to overcome treatment. Here, we demonstrate an efficient approach to evaluating patient drug response using patient-derived CTC cultures in an integrated microfluidic system incorporating microfabricated microwells. Our results showed that the assay can be used to rapidly evaluate the drug response of CTCs derived from blood of an individual patient throughout the time course of treatment. Rapid feedback of the median inhibitory concentration (IC50) values after 2 weeks promotes immediate intervention upon detection of drug resistance or tolerance. Our results demonstrated that the CTC cluster assay can be a potential tool for evaluating patient prognosis during treatment while guiding drug discovery development and providing therapeutic choices for personalized treatment at the same time.

RESULTS

Establishment of CTC assay for real-time evaluation of patient response

To realize the usage of CTCs in a clinical setting, we developed a method to rapidly evaluate patient drug response within 2 weeks...
Table 1. Comparison of the sensitivity of the CTC cluster assay and conventional CTC expansion techniques. N.D., not determined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cancer type</th>
<th>Samples validated</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Culture type</th>
<th>Pre-enrichment</th>
<th>Efficiency in culture</th>
<th>Correlation to treatment</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>&gt;6 months</td>
<td>Cell lines, long-term</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>16.70%</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>(8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>&lt;1 month or ≧1 month</td>
<td>Colonies (short-term) or cell lines (long-term)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>37.50%</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>&gt;2 months</td>
<td>Cell lines, long-term</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2.80%</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>(52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>&gt;6 months</td>
<td>Organoid lines, long-term</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>~15–20%</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>(9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td>Primary CTC cluster (short-term)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>19.6–59.3% (depending on treatment time point)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

based on a short-term primary CTC culture without the need for pre-enrichment (Fig. 1). This system uses a microfluidic assay integrated with two components: (i) a culture component comprising custom-designed tapered microwells and (ii) a drug assay component with a gradient generator to carry out drug screening of different concentrations simultaneously on the same patient-derived sample.

The microfluidic device comprised three polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layers. Each layer was obtained via a master mold, and the leak-free and permanent assembly was achieved by bonding via oxygen plasma surface activation (see Materials and Methods and fig. S1). The topmost layer contained the tree-like gradient generator (fig. S2), which enabled the mixing of two different chemicals to eight different resulting concentrations (16). The intermediate layer was the channel barrier, which prevented the fluids with different concentrations from mixing at the cell culture region. Finally, the bottommost layer contained the customized multimicrowell arrays. Each microwell had an elliptical top section of 250 × 150 μm and a depth of 150 μm.

As shown in Fig. 2A and fig. S1, the three PDMS layers produced from their master molds were assembled by using standard plasma treatment procedures. Performance stability of the gradient generator was ascertained by determining the concentration gradient generated using both actual runs with fluorescence dyes (Fig. 2B) and COMSOL-simulated flows. Deionized water and 100% dye solution were pumped into the integrated device at different flow rates. Both fluids mixed well in the serpentine channels and generated diluted dye solution under a range of concentrations. After the flow in the channels reached steady state, the fluids at the eight outlets were collected and measured for fluorescence intensity.

To verify that the gradient generation function was independent of dye concentration, two different dye concentrations (20 and 100 μM) were first tested under the same flow rate of 100 μl/min. On the basis of these calibration results (see Supplementary Materials and Methods and fig. S3A), we converted fluorescence intensity into dye concentration. Quantification of the relative fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) dye concentration in each of the eight channels confirmed that the gradient distribution was in line with the mathematical calculations, which assumed thorough mixing and negligible diffusion within the gradient generator (table S1). The trend was constant for five different flow rates (from 25 to 200 μl/min), suggesting that the device performed robustly under various flow rates (fig. S3B). In the case of two reagents, they would be mixed accordingly in the same pattern but opposing gradients, as illustrated by food dyes (Fig. 2B). Fluctuations from expected values were present but insignificant (P < 0.05). Subsequent experiments were then conducted at 100 μl/min as the flow profile generated was closest to that calculated, indicating that at this flow rate, (i) there was thorough mixing in the serpentine and (ii) there was negligible diffusion across the serpentine. These demonstrated that the integrated drug screening device was able to generate consistent concentration gradient under different flow rates and input concentrations. Using clinical samples for evaluation, we classified samples that only generated cell debris or sparse monolayers as negative (Fig. 2C), whereas samples that led to CTC-containing clusters in at least 50% of microwells (14) (~500 clusters established from 1.25 ml of blood) were determined to be positive (Fig. 2D). The determination of cluster morphology was standardized by obtaining plot profiles of gray values using image processing software (see Supplementary Materials and Methods).

Stability of microfluidic CTC cluster assay under perfusion

Because we intended to culture patient-derived primary cell samples in the integrated microfluidic device, we ensured that the shear rate and fresh medium perfusion rate were uniform across eight cell culture channels. To estimate the flow rate inside the eight cell culture channels, additional flow profiles were generated with simulated flow tests in a simplified gradient generator design using multiphysics modeling software (COMSOL) (fig. S4A). The simulation of a simplified channel version was shown, and flow rates were color-coded. The flow rate of eight outlets differs from each other at a large scale under this design because of the lack of serpentine channel for flow resistance balance. With proper serpentine channel design (fig. S2), the simulated flow rates of eight outlets for the real device were relatively constant (fig. S4B). The maximum flow rate was achieved at the center outlet, and the minimum flow rate was achieved at the side outlets. The difference between these two extreme flow rates was less than 10%. Therefore, we concluded that the deviation of shear and perfusion rates was negligible and that the device was suitable to culture cells in eight parallel channels.

To minimize the effects of evaporation (17) for long-term culture, the device was designed to fit into a 150-mm dish, which can be filled with a thin film of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) or deionized water. The assay should also be maintained in a humidified chamber. To examine whether the gradient concentration in each channel remained constant over time, FITC dye was used to test for the presence of gradient shift. After stabilized generation of gradient (T = 0 hour), the assay was incubated in the dark. Channel contents were sampled at T = 0 and 24 hours. Under these conditions, we confirmed that the concentrations in each channel remained relatively constant over time (P < 0.05),
demonstrating that any fluctuation of gradient was insignificant over time (fig. S5).

To determine cell conservation during solution exchange, we counted cells in specific microwells before and after the inward and outward flows (fig. S6). These microwells were selected at a consistent distance from the inward flow (middle of the channels). Cell counts were also obtained again after multiple solution exchanges. We observed that cell counts and cluster morphology were generally conserved under repeated inward or outward flow conditions (fig. S7A). An insignificant number of small cells from the microwells nearer to the inward flow source (upper portion of channels) were not attached to the cluster and may drift to an adjacent cluster under flow. Using syringe pumps at a constant infusion/withdrawal rate of 100 μl/min, the changes in cell count within microwells varied insignificantly (106.6 ± 9.5%, P = 0.204; Student’s t test), as opposed to when the solutions were exchanged via manual pipetting (88.1 ± 25.6%, P = 0.0261; Student’s t test) (fig. S7B).

**An efficient CTC assay for a unique clinical application**

The molds were produced with different strategies selected to meet the requirements for geometry, size, and tolerances of the features encoded (Fig. 3A). An overview illustration of the assay protocol is provided in movie S1. Each channel contained about 1000 microwells. To compare cluster formation in tapered and cylindrical microwells, ~50 MCF-7 cells per microwell were seeded into each channel of the assay. This concentration allows sufficient cluster formation to occur.
Resultant cultures were contrasted in terms of morphology after 3 days of culture. It was observed that the MCF-7 culture in cylindrical micro-wells was only able to form multiple irregular small clusters of ~10 to 20 cells. In contrast, the MCF-7 culture in tapered microwells consistently formed a single large cluster comprising all ~50 cells at the center of each microwell (Fig. 3, B and C).

We further validated the parameters with a clinical blood sample and similarly demonstrated consistent formation of a single large cell cluster only in tapered microwells at day 14 of culture (Fig. 3C). The cells within the cluster were heterogeneous and consisted of both CTCs and a residual portion of WBCs, as characterized in our previous publication (14). Trypan blue staining confirmed that the tapered PDMS...
Fig. 3. Comparison of custom tapered microwells fabricated using diffuser back-side lithography for CTC cluster assay and conventional cylindrical microwells. (A) Fabrication procedure: elliptical openings defining the size and position of the wells created on a soda-lime optical mask blank by laser direct writing. Subsequent Cr etching and stripping of the remaining resist were followed by coating with a layer of SU-8 2100 resist. Ultraviolet (UV) exposure to obtain pillar-like structures with the elliptical footprint and elliptical cross-shaped structures. Postbaking, ultrasound bath, and hard baking resulted in a template ready for PDMS molding. (B) (Left) Culture of MCF-7 in custom tapered microwells and cylindrical microwells. Single clusters were consistently established with tapered microwells. Scale bars, 50 μm. (C) (Left) Culture of clinical blood samples in custom tapered microwells and cylindrical microwells. Only debris was formed in cylindrical microwells. Scale bars, 50 μm. (Right) Combined scatterplots of gray values, with values normalized to the highest count for a particular microwell. Cylindrical microwells did not generate clusters, whereas tapered microwells led to a single dense cell cluster as observed from the region of low gray value. (D) Bar graph presenting results from a viability assay using trypan blue staining. Percentage of cells negative for trypan blue (viable cells) was significantly lower in the sample portion cultured in cylindrical microwells. All error bars represent SD of triplicate cultures from different samples. **P < 0.01.
microwells design retained the viability of the cells (88 ± 20%), in contrast to those cultured in cylindrical microwells (31.5 ± 3%) (Fig. 3D).

For actual studies, blood samples were acquired from breast cancer patients in a procedure termed “liquid biopsy” (18) (Fig. 1). Whole blood was mixed with RBC lysis buffer to retain only the nucleated cell fraction, which consisted of WBCs and CTCs. Nucleated cells were seeded evenly into the channels and cultured under optimized conditions (14). Drugs were introduced at day 11 of culture, and results were observed after 72 hours. We hypothesized that this assay may be a suitable platform for screening of combinational drug therapies on primary cancer cells obtained from cultures established with patient’s blood at various time points of treatment.

**Screening of anticancer compounds in assay with cancer cell line**

To validate the assay conditions, the assay was first screened by MCF-7 cultures. Initial stages of characterization involved evaluation of a range of cell seeding concentration for cluster formation of cancer cell lines, in the absence of surfactants such as bovine serum albumin, low concentrations of cancer cells adhered individually to the substrate instead of generating clusters (fig. S8). There were some variations in cluster-forming behavior between cancer cell lines and primary CTCs. Clusters only developed in uncoated microwells for cancer cell lines under high cell seeding concentrations. However, CTCs in clinical blood samples did not require surfactant coating to prevent cell adherence, possibly due to the “cushion” provided by nonadherent WBCs. Besides, cancer cell lines can also form clusters readily under both normoxic and hypoxic conditions (under high seeding concentrations). In contrast, clinical samples with primary CTCs can only develop clusters under hypoxic conditions similar to that of the in vivo tumor microenvironment (fig. S9). These highlight the intrinsic differences between immortalized cell lines and their tumor origins and the importance of validating research findings with primary clinical samples.

Subsequently, the drug screening protocol was evaluated by testing doxorubicin on MCF-7 breast cancer cell line clusters. Clusters were exposed to the doxorubicin gradient at day 3 of culture. The viability statistics (normalized to results obtained from samples in the last channel with the lowest drug concentration) of MCF-7 were obtained with LIVE/DEAD staining (calcein-AM/EtBr) after 72 hours of exposure to doxorubicin (Fig. 4A). Clusters under high drug concentrations were mostly nonviable (red), whereas clusters under low drug concentrations were mostly viable (green). The corresponding dose-response curve was plotted using a four-parameter logistic equation, and the IC50 value for MCF-7 cultures was obtained.

Using the microwell-based assay, we obtained an IC50 value of 0.78 ± 0.02 μM (Fig. 4B). Because of the multilayer nature of these clusters, the value obtained was slightly higher than that in previous studies done on monolayer cultures with lower cell counts (~0.5 μM, <10,000 cells/ml) (19). This observation could be due to heightened cell density in the presence of clusters or spheroids, which had been shown to reduce penetration of drugs (20). The evaluation of drug response on cancer cell clusters in vitro was generally more favorable than that on monolayer cultures, as it may better reflect the situation in vivo.

**Screening of anticancer compounds in assay with clinical blood samples**

Preprocessing steps of RBC lysis for the whole-blood sample were detailed in Materials and Methods. For clinical samples, cluster formation is also dependent on the density of CTCs to WBCs. We screened a number of samples for culture after processing using a label-free inertia-based microfluidic device (21) with a threshold of ~15 μm to remove a portion of WBCs. The results demonstrated that for samples that did not initially generate clusters before enrichment, they could lead to clusters after enrichment. Post-enriched samples were stained with calcein-AM and introduced back to a small count of WBCs from the initial sample in a 1:1 ratio (fig. S10). These post-enriched cells contain CTC-to-WBC counts in an approximately 1:100 to 1:1000 ratio. This puts a rough estimate of the minimum proportion of CTCs required for cluster formation at 0.05% (~1 CTC per microwell). The presence of cancer cells is likely to induce global, diffusion-based differentiation rules in the neighboring WBCs to induce the cluster phenotype. Cultures obtained from the blood of healthy volunteers did not generate clusters (Fig. 4C).

Forty-nine clinical samples from breast cancer patients were cultured with the microfluidic device as a preliminary validation of the procedure (table S2). Presence of cancer cells was validated with fluorescence in situ hybridization to identify cells with increased expression of breast cancer–associated markers TOP2A and CCND1 (fig. S11). We processed another four samples separately to correlate epithelial CTC counts (CK+) before culture with the presence of clusters. Four samples (1 ml each) were processed for CD45 (leukocyte marker) and pan-cytokeratin (CK; epithelial marker) immunostaining to identify epithelial CTC counts before culture, followed by screening with a conventional analysis method using flow cytometry. The rest of the samples were cultured and analyzed in a similar manner after 2 weeks to correlate epithelial CTC counts with cluster-forming potential. Overall, the proportion of epithelial CTCs after culture was found to correlate with cluster-forming potential (fig. S12). From these four samples, there appeared to be a lack of immediate correlation between postculture epithelial CTC counts and preculture epithelial cell counts.

Subsequently, 24 samples were cultured, and six positive samples that exhibited clusters at day 11 were eventually evaluated for drug screening (table S3). Samples were determined to be positive using the procedure discussed in the previous section (Fig. 2C, right). Samples were stained with LIVE/DEAD indicators (calcein-AM/EtBr) after 72 hours of exposure to doxorubicin, along with CD45-allophycocyanin (APC) staining, to identify viable non-WBCs (cells expressing green fluorescence) for determination of viability (Fig. 5A). The viability statistics (table S4) of clinical samples after doxorubicin treatment were obtained on day 14 after 72 hours of exposure. Viability data were normalized to results obtained from samples in the last channel (lowest drug concentration) to obtain the dose-response curve, which was plotted using a four-parameter logistic equation. Corresponding IC50 values and graphs of each cluster-positive sample (Table 2 and fig. S13) were obtained in this study.

In accordance with our previous study, formation of CTC-containing clusters appeared to correlate negatively with patient response (14). Here, the percentage of microwells with clusters decreased with increasing concentration of doxorubicin (fig. S14A; average correlation coefficient, −0.71). In negative samples, the percentage of microwells with clusters remained constantly below 10%. As previously characterized, clusters also comprised a heterogeneous mixture of cells, including CK+/CD45− putative CTCs and residual blood cells such as macrophages (~33 ± 26%; fig. S15) (14). To evaluate a possible relationship between macrophage-like cell counts with drug concentration, the percentage of microwells with macrophage-like cells was evaluated (fig. S14B). The proportion
Fig. 4. Assay validation with controls. (A) Screening of doxorubicin in microwell assay using MCF-7 cancer cell line. Cultures were imaged in situ after staining with LIVE (calcein-AM; green) and DEAD (ethidium bromide (EtBr); red) under 72 hours of exposure to doxorubicin. Clusters under high drug concentrations are mostly nonviable (red), whereas clusters under low drug concentrations are mostly viable (green). (B) Dose-response curve and corresponding IC₅₀ value (0.74 ± 0.02 μM) of MCF-7 generated from viability results. Representative image shows an MCF-7 cell cluster within a microwell (inset). Scale bars, 50 mm. (C) Scatterplot demonstrating overall high gray values that reflect the absence of clusters from cultures of blood from healthy volunteers. Representative image shows cell debris generated within a microwell from culture of a healthy sample (inset). Scale bars, 50 mm.
Fig. 5. Screening of doxorubicin in microwell assay using clinical human primary cancer cells cultured from clinical samples at serial time points (before and after treatment). (A) Imaging of clusters generated from the pretreatment sample in situ after staining with LIVE (calcein-AM; green) and DEAD (EtBr; red) after 72 hours of exposure to doxorubicin. Clusters under high drug concentrations were mostly nonviable (red), whereas clusters under low drug concentrations were mostly viable (green). Scale bars, 100 μm. (B) Dose-response curve and corresponding IC_{50} value (0.94 ± 0.04 μM) of samples obtained from the same patient at different treatment time points. Monitoring IC_{50} values of a patient could reveal onset of drug tolerance or resistance. All error bars represent SD of triplicate cultures from different samples.
of microwells with macrophage-like cells did not seem to correlate with drug concentration and were present both in samples with clusters and in those without. However, the number of macrophages per microwell varies across cultures obtained from serial samples of the same patient (fig. S14C). More specifically, macrophage-like cell counts per microwell were significantly lower in negative samples, as compared to positive samples with clusters \( P = 0.02 \) for P2B29 (B) and P2B29 (Post S) cultures; \( P = 0.0003 \) for P2B29 (C1D8) and P2B29 (Post S) cultures; \( P = 0.02 \) for P2B28 (C2D1) and P2B28 (C3D1) cultures]. This suggests that macrophage-like cell counts could be another indicator for evaluating patient prognosis, an observation that has also been suggested in previous reports for tumor-associated macrophages (22).

Using the CTC cluster assay, we obtained the respective \( IC_{50} \) values for each of the three clinical samples that yielded clusters. Slight reduction of \( IC_{50} \) values in serial samples (before and after treatment with doxorubicin + sunitinib) was detected (P2B29; Fig. 5B), which could be due to increased drug sensitivity induced by a cycle of drug treatment with doxorubicin and sunitinib. One serial sample that yielded clusters only at a later time point gave a relatively higher \( IC_{50} \) value out of the 1 \( \mu M \) range (P2B28; Table 2).

These results, albeit preliminary, suggested that the assay could be used to monitor the drug response of a single patient over the treatment process. Three of these samples generated a positive culture in at least one time point and had available information on disease evaluation (table S5). Results suggest that cluster formation correlates with potential for worsened prognosis (no pathological complete response; 2 of 3, or 66.7%) (table S5). One sample with a negative culture at a posttreatment time point demonstrated partial response. Plans are in progress to continue monitoring the cohort of patients and to screen a larger sample cohort over several more months for correlation of in vitro drug testing parameters (cell viability and cluster formation) to actual patient survival and tumor response in vivo. This assay generates a two-pronged approach, which provides information on cluster formation potential as well as \( IC_{50} \) value variation during patient therapeutic treatment (Fig. 6). This integrated method allows efficient screening of anticancer drugs on primary breast cancer cells within 2 weeks, potentially allowing immediate intervention after early detection of drug resistance or tolerance.

**DISCUSSION**

In vitro drug assays have led to the identification of novel drugs, some of which were further validated with in vivo models (23, 24). However, these drug regimens have not led to a breakthrough in cancer treatment because tumors acquire considerable and constantly evolving genomic heterogeneity, jeopardizing efforts in developing novel drug therapies (25–27). We presented a reliable label-free approach to efficiently monitor drug response of patients via serial sampling of patient-derived CTC cultures in an integrated microfluidic device. The CTC cluster assay was clinically validated with breast CTCs from patients with metastatic or early-stage cancer. Samples that led to clusters in \( \geq 50\% \) of microwells \( (n = 1000 \) microwells per channel; 1.25 ml of blood per channel) were selected for drug evaluation. Cluster formation reflects reduced overall patient survival; hence, positive samples with clusters were used for further analysis. The overall efficiency of positive cultures reported here is 34.2% \((n = 73)\), but efficiency varies with the presence of therapeutic treatment (pretreatment samples: 59.3%, \( n = 27 \); post-treatment samples: 19.6%, \( n = 46 \)). For the six positive samples that were subjected to drug screening, cluster formation also correlated negatively with drug concentration. Furthermore, culture from a sample obtained at a posttreatment time point (P2B29) also gave a relatively higher \( IC_{50} \) value as compared to the pretreatment sample, suggesting the onset of drug resistance. This integrated approach allows efficient screening of anticancer drugs on primary breast cancer cells within 2 weeks, potentially allowing immediate intervention after early detection of drug resistance or tolerance.

The ability to use heterogeneous CTCs (14, 28–32) from blood (33) for monitoring treatment efficacy is attractive because it does not require invasive procedures. Samples can thus be obtained rapidly on a regular basis, making it a promising strategy for early-stage cancer detection and monitoring treatment efficacy. CTCs can be previously enriched with surface antigen–coated (for example, epithelial cell adhesion molecule) substrates to trap specific subpopulations (12, 34, 35). However, the markers used for CTC detection are not applicable to all its subpopulations (32), partly due to the process of epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (36). The epithelial (E) and mesenchymal (M) distributions in breast CTCs have been shown to vary across several parameters, with higher numbers of M cells correlating to the triple-negative subtype, poorer patient prognosis, or the presence of multicellular CTC aggregates (37). It is worth noting that at least for breast cancer, cells displaying intermediate E and M phenotypes are still highly prevalent in triple-negative cancer. However, some cancer cell lines derived from the triple-negative breast cancer subtype or others, which are characteristic of normal basal epithelial or adipose cells (32), have been reported to cease expression of any of the distinct markers used for CTC identification (38, 39). In view of these factors, others reach out to "label-free techniques" to selectively obtain CTCs by capitalizing on physical properties such as size (21, 40–42), density (43), or dielectrophoresis (44, 45). However, various groups reported the observation of small CTCs within the range of 10 to 20 \( \mu m \), which coincides with the leukocyte size range (46). Other cells, such as normal-like breast cancer cells, do not bear resemblance to classic cancer phenotypes [for example, large cells with low nuclear-to-cytoplasmic (N/C) ratio] but still exhibit malignant properties. This heterogeneity severely limits the usefulness of existing enrichment methods. The exact frequency of CTCs in blood has been under debate, partly due to the varied detection sensitivity and recovery efficiency present with each enrichment assay. Previous experiments using mouse models with highly metastatic disease estimate the amount of shed carcinoma cells per day to be around 10,000 (47). A later study even suggested this number to be a million per day for each gram of tumor (48). Frequency of CTCs also varies with disease stage and

**Table 2.** \( IC_{50} \) values for the samples from breast cancer patients that yielded clusters. Time point of blood withdrawal is provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Time point</th>
<th>( IC_{50} ) value (( \mu M ))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CTB039</td>
<td>Pretreatment</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>CE5021</td>
<td>Posttreatment</td>
<td>&gt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CE5053</td>
<td>Posttreatment</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>P2B28</td>
<td>Posttreatment</td>
<td>&gt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>P2B29</td>
<td>Pretreatment</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>P2B29</td>
<td>Pretreatment</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 6. Proposed workflow of routine anticancer treatment evaluation with clinical human CTC cultures. Cluster formation potential correlates inversely with overall patient survival, and increased IC₅₀ values suggest possible onset of drug tolerance or resistance. The procedure can be completed within 2 weeks and will aid the clinician's decision of maintaining or altering a patient's drug regimen.
The underlying principle of the CTC cluster assay is the concentration of CTCs and are clinically relevant for the evaluation of patient prognosis. Possibly more aggressive subtypes, these subpopulations are inevitably enriched by culture will still select for the more proliferative and more deformable CTCs using physical-based techniques. Although loss of nonepithelial CTCs with antigen-based detection or smaller-sized microwells are also preferred over conventional cylindrical microwells. Here, we describe a microfabricated assay that comprises custom-designed tapered microwells that allows for robust CTC expansion without pre-enrichment. Cultures are maintained as multilayered clusters, which may better reflect the in vivo state of a tumor because of heightened cell density in the presence of clusters or spheroids, which had been shown to reduce penetration of drugs (20). We demonstrated a similar observation with MCF-7 clusters, which yielded higher IC\textsubscript{50} values as compared to studies on monolayer MCF-7 cultures. With clinical samples, the counts of macrophage-like cells within the clusters per microwell also correlated negatively with cluster formation, suggesting that macrophage-like cell counts could be another indicator for evaluating patient prognosis. This is a similar observation that has been suggested in previous reports for tumor-associated macrophages (22). Also, the formation of clusters may correlate with the potential of CTCs to form microemboli, which are associated with heightened metastatic potential and may participate directly in metastasis (49, 50).

Enrichment of CTCs by culture directly from blood prevents the loss of nonepithelial CTCs with antigen-based detection or smaller and more deformable CTCs using physical-based techniques. Although enrichment by culture will still select for the more proliferative and possibly more aggressive subtypes, these subpopulations are inevitably the ones that are crucial for our understanding of the metastatic cascade and are clinically relevant for the evaluation of patient prognosis. The underlying principle of the CTC cluster assay is the concentration of patient-derived blood cells as companion cells and hypoxia to mimic in vivo tumor conditions. Combination of these factors permits expansion of CTCs without pre-enrichment procedures or additional growth supplements, allowing the potential of maintaining most CTC subpopulations, including breast CTCs as well as CTCs from other cancer types.

The microwell-based device also delivers a robust design that enables reproducible results to be drawn from samples obtained at different treatment time points. Molds for each device layer are produced with different strategies to accommodate the respective geometry, size, and tolerances of the features encoded. The integrated device showed robust performance with consistent generation of concentration gradients under various flow rates and input concentrations. Only a small volume of sample is required because of the integration of microfluidics. Deviation of shear and perfusion rates were negligible. The spread of concentrations in each channel remained stable over time, demonstrating the suitability of the device for long-term cultures. Manipulation of the device is straightforward, and fabrication is cost-effective, which promotes potential routine clinical usage for guiding therapeutics. Small sample volumes from clinical samples (10 ml) were required for each evaluation. This allows routine and rapid evaluation of drug treatment. The use of standardized microwells via microfabrication is important to allow even distribution of cells in each microwell, leading to the formation of clusters with consistent morphology. Tapered microwells are also preferred over conventional cylindrical microwells for cluster formation. This could be due to the inclination of the walls in tapered microwells, which allowed collected cells to settle in the center, forming a single cluster (instead of multiple small aggregates) to allow close interaction and "communication" between blood cells and CTCs. The development of this assay will promote noninvasive and inexpensive assessments of drug response, potentially guiding drug discovery and therapeutic choices for personalized treatment.

Microfluidics is a valuable tool for biomedical applications as it provides flexibility in terms of design. Similarly, the assay described in this study can be further adapted to accommodate analysis of a wider range of drug gradients. Addition of inlets will enable two or more drugs to be evaluated as a combinatorial treatment method. This will also aid novel studies on the cumulative action of existing drugs when used in combination for therapy. Subsequent studies should focus on expanding the clinical cohort to include samples of later treatment time points and evaluate the IC\textsubscript{50} values obtained with patient response. Availability of cultures from tumor biopsies will also enable comparison with primary cancer cell cultures after treatment to determine whether the variation in IC\textsubscript{50} values could be due to increased drug tolerance or resistance. Analysis of IC\textsubscript{50} values of samples from later treatment time points can be interpreted in terms of treatment efficacy. It will also be beneficial to increase the range of drug concentrations as two of the samples tested generated an IC\textsubscript{50} value above the maximum range tested (1 \textmu M). We believe that a routine, noninvasive, and inexpensive assessment of drug response on serial clinical samples can eventually pave the way for evaluation of novel drug combinations or implementation of personalized treatment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fabrication of tapered microwells

Micropatterns were arranged in a densely packed array of ~1000 wells to maximize substrate use (fig. S16). For fabrication of the mold for the bottom layer comprising the array of microwells, we adapted from a process termed "diffuser back-side lithography" (51). The microwell array was fitted in the space given for each of the eight channels (2.3 mm × 56 mm, with a pitch of 4.7 mm), consisting of 250 \textmu m × 150 \textmu m elliptical wells with a tapered end and a depth of about 150 \textmu m.

First, a soda-lime optical mask blank with the dense array of openings was created by laser direct writing (Heidelberg DLW 665 tool, equipped with a Coherent I326C Ar laser) and subsequent Cr etching. After stripping the remaining resist, the mask was coated with a layer of SU-8 2100 resist (MicroChem Corp.) with a thickness exceeding the required depth for the wells. Here, we used a thickness of 300 \textmu m for the resist layer, obtained by double spin-coating (60 s at 1500 rpm for both coatings, with a prebaking of 5 min at 65°C and 10 min at 95°C after the first coating and a final baking of 10 min at 65°C, followed by 3 hours at 95°C).

The resist was then exposed to UV light from the back of the mask and through an opal diffusing glass (Edmund Optics Inc.) placed in contact with the mask. According to the distribution of the scattered UV light and the exposure dose, different geometries can be realized, ranging from truncated conical polyhedrons to rounded domes. We used an MJB4 Suss Microtec mask aligner as the exposure system, equipped with an Hg(Xe) arc lamp producing a power density of 12 mW/cm\textsuperscript{2} at 365 nm. With an experimentally optimized exposure time of 9 s, the final SU-8 dome-shaped structures with a height of 150 \textmu m were obtained, with the elliptical 150 \textmu m × 250 \textmu m base defined by the openings on the mask.
After exposure, the sample was postbaked for 5 min at 65°C and 10 min at 95°C. Development using the SU-8 developer (MicroChem) was carried out in an ultrasound bath, which served to increase the development rate. Hard baking of the mold at 150°C for 5 min gives a mold ready for PDMS molding.

To preserve the lifetime of the master mold, we used a replica made of PDMS through double-casting as the working mold to produce the microwell array. PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) in a prepolymer-to-curing agent ratio of 10:1 was poured on the master mold, degassed, and cured at 80°C for 1 hour; this first replica was with microwells at the place of the domes and was coated with an anti-sticking layer before further processing. Briefly, the PDMS surface was activated by oxygen plasma (60 W, 20 sccm of O2 at 5 mbar for 40 s) and immediately exposed to vapors of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyltrichlorosilane (Sigma-Aldrich) in a vacuum jar. Then, a second PDMS replica was produced by the same procedure as for the first, resulting in a PDMS working mold with the same features as in the master. This working mold was used for the production of the microwell array.

Fabrication of gradient generator and liquid barrier layer

The integrated device was made up of three PDMS layers (Fig. 2A) assembled with standard plasma treatment procedures. The mold for the gradient generator was fabricated via standard photolithographic procedures. Briefly, a (100) silicon wafer was coated with a 500-nm-thick SU-8 2000.5 resist (MicroChem Corp.), flood-exposed (30 mJ/cm2 at 365 nm), and postbaked. The exposed thin layer of SU-8 acts as an adhesion promoter for the following thick layer processing. SU-8 2050 was then spin-coated for 60 s at 1800 rpm, yielding a thickness of 100 µm after soft baking (5 min at 65°C plus 90 min at 95°C). The resist was UV-exposed (120 mJ/cm2 at 365 nm) through an optical mask to print the gradient generator pattern, which was finally revealed after postbaking (5 min at 65°C plus 10 min at 95°C) and development (10 min in the SU-8 developer, MicroChem Corp.). The mold was then ready for PDMS casting and curing, without any need for surface functionalization with the anti-sticking layer. For the production of the midlayer (barrier), which defines the eight channels, we used an aluminum mold fabricated by Whits Technologies, Singapore.

Cell culture of MCF-7 cancer cell line

MCF-7 (HTB-22TM, American Type Culture Collection), a human breast adenocarcinoma cell line, was first used to mimic the CTC cluster formation. Cell lines were maintained in supplemented high-glucose Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM; Invitrogen) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Invitrogen) together with 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Invitrogen). Cultures were kept at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% (v/v) CO2 until 80% confluence. Cells were cultured in sterile 25-cm2 flasks (BD Bioscience) and subcultivated two times a week with medium replaced every 48 hours. Subconfluent monolayers were dissociated using 0.01% trypsin and 5.3 mM EDTA solution (Lonza).

Processing of clinical samples

Blood samples were obtained from a total of 73 samples from 55 breast cancer patients (tables S2 and S3) enrolled in various anticancer therapeutic trials. This study was approved by our institutional review board and local ethics committee (DSRB reference 2012/00105, 2012/00979, 2010/00270, and 2010/00691). All patients gave their informed consent for inclusion in this study. Samples were collected from each patient either once or several times before and after treatment. Blood samples were stored in EDTA-coated vacutainer tubes (Becton-Dickinson). Blood samples were lysed within 10 hours after withdrawal using RBC lysis buffer (Life Technologies) for 3 to 5 min with mixing at room temperature and washed once with sterile PBS.

Cell seeding

For each clinical sample, cell suspension containing samples equivalent to 10 ml of whole blood was distributed evenly into each channel of the integrated assay. To minimize the variation on cell number between microwells and across channels, samples were diluted in 1.6 ml of fresh supplemented DMEM, which was evenly mixed before addition of 200 µl to each channel.

Estimation of cell loss

Cell loss was minimized by removing solution through the infusion/withdrawal modes of a syringe pump. To validate this hypothesis, the cells in specific microwells were marked and enumerated before and after three sets of infusion/withdrawal procedures at 100 µl/min using a syringe pump (NE-1000, New Era Pump Systems Inc.). Images were evaluated with ImageJ [National Institutes of Health (NIH)]. These results were compared with similar solution exchange performed manually by pipetting. Cell conservation rate was determined as “number of cells initially before flow”/“number of cells after flow” × 100.

Calibration of fluorescent dye intensity

The fluorescence intensity increases with higher FITC dye concentration. Hence, fluorescence intensity of the dye was calibrated by preparing the dye (20 and 100 µM) at various concentrations (10 to 100%) and subsequently measuring their respective fluorescence intensity using a microplate reader. The values were fitted into an equation (linear for 20 µM and exponential for 100 µM) (fig. S1A).

Quantification of the dye concentration gradient generated at different flow rates

The device was plasma-treated and connected to a syringe via tubings. The setup was primed with ethanol manually using syringes. The primed device was checked to ensure that no air bubbles were trapped in the gradient generator. The device was then flushed with PBS once at 100 µl/min to remove the ethanol. Under dark conditions, 100% dye and deionized water were delivered using two syringe pumps at a range of flow rates (25, 50, 100, 150, and 200 µl/min). Triplicates of 60 µl of the sample at each respective outlet were collected every 2 to 5 min for seven time points into a 384-well plate. The data from the first time point were excluded to omit the dilution effects of existing ethanol in each well. Outliers due to the influence of unstable flow or priming process were also excluded from the final concentration analysis. The device was washed thoroughly after the experiments and stored in a desiccator or oven to completely dry the channels.

COMSOL

We used the multiphysics modeling software COMSOL (COMSOL Inc.) to simulate the flow condition inside the gradient generator. A microplate reader (Tecan) and a 384-well plate (PerkinElmer) were used to determine the fluorescence intensity of dye solution.

Determination of culture morphology

Clear images of cultures (at least 24 bit) were obtained at high resolution and processed with image processing software (ImageJ). Compressed
images may compromise the software’s ability to detect cell boundaries, leading to inaccurate outcomes. To evaluate cluster morphology, cultures should not have RBC contamination (such as when RBC lysis is incomplete), which will cover the cells and may compromise the ability of the software to distinguish a cluster from a noncluster phenotype (fig. S17). The plot profile across the maximum diameter of each cluster is obtained for each microwell to determine the gray values. Combined scatterplots of gray values, which reflect the density of cells across each microwell, were obtained. Values were normalized to the highest count for a particular microwell. Microwells with sparse groups of cells or debris demonstrated high gray values within the microwell region.

Maintenance of cultures on-chip
After cell seeding, the integrated assay was kept in a 150-mm dish filled with a thin layer of PBS and was incubated under humidified conditions. Devices were stored under hypoxia (1%) for clinical samples. MCF-7 cultures were maintained under normoxia (21%) to enable comparison of IC50 values with those previously reported. On every third day, 150 μl of medium from each channel was removed via either pump withdrawal action (at 100 μl/min) with two 10-ml BD Luer-Lok syringe (Becton, Dickinson and Company) or manual pipetting (for optimization studies), followed by introduction of 150 μl of fresh supplemented DMEM per channel. Supplemented DMEM was selected for culture because of previous optimization under various medium conditions (fig. S18). The closed system was then incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 until drug treatment at day 3 and day 11 for MCF-7 cultures and clinical sample cultures, respectively.

Fluorescence in situ hybridization
Briefly, slides with cell spots were dehydrated in serial ethanol washes, followed by incubation with RNase/PBS (4 mg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich) for at least 45 min under optimal incubator conditions (37°C). Incubated slides were rinsed with 1× PBS/0.2% Tween 20 and treated with a mixture of 70% formamide and 2× saline sodium citrate solution (SSC; Sigma-Aldrich) for denaturation at 80°C. Denatured slides were further dehydrated and kept at 42°C until probe hybridization (CCND1, Empire Genomics; TOP2A, Abbott) and incubation overnight. Hybridized samples were washed thoroughly with a mixture of 50% formamide and 2×SSC, followed by 2×SSC, and were mounted with a coverslip using VECTASHIELD containing 4',6-diaminido-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (Vector Laboratories).

Procedures for drug response profiling
Doxorubicin was used in this work to validate the assay. A stock solution was prepared in 100% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and was subsequently diluted in supplemented DMEM (1 μl to 1 ml of medium), resulting in ~0.1% of DMSO concentration (1 μM drug concentration), which has negligible effects on cells. Before addition of the drug, 150 μl of medium was withdrawn from each channel using a dual syringe pump connected to the common inlet. The device was primed briefly with fresh medium before introduction of medium containing the respective drugs at 100 μl/min. The loading of drugs should be carefully carried out to avoid influx of drugs upon reinsertion of tubings. The inward infusion rapidly generated a range of drug concentrations specific to each channel, which remained constant over time (as evaporation was limited by a humidified chamber).

After 72 hours of drug treatment, the viability of cells in each channel was determined by immunostaining. A cocktail comprising calcein-AM (green, 2 μM; Life Technologies), EtBr (red), and CD45-allophycocyanin (red) (1:100; Miltenyi Biotec Asia Pacific) was incubated with the cells in situ for 45 min. Samples were flushed gently with PBS and imaged with an Olympus inverted confocal microscope (Emission filters ET460/50m and ET535/50m; Olympus). Cell counts were obtained using ImageJ (NIH). Only microwells with clusters were considered for analysis.

To establish the IC50 values, Z stack images of 25 microwells from each channel were obtained with a confocal microscope. Images from each stack of 15 μm were compiled to obtain a merged image of maximum intensity. These images were individually preprocessed by cropping and thresholding to identify signals of 8 to 150 μm. Merged images were compared to rule out repeated signal counts. For consistency, the microwells considered for evaluation were obtained at the same distance from the assay inlets. For clinical samples, only CD45+ cells (cells with green fluorescence) were considered for establishing the viability rate. Resultant viability percentages were normalized to those obtained from samples in the last channel (lowest drug concentration). A four-parameter logistic equation was used using Microsoft Excel for curve fitting analysis before determination of IC50 values. The IC50 value was obtained as the concentration value at which the curve passed through the 50% normalized response value corresponding to percentage of cell death (y axis).

Trypan blue assay for cell lines
Clusters were dissociated with pipetting following incubation for a maximum of 3 min at 37°C with 0.01% trypsin and 5.3 mM EDTA (Lonza) solution in PBS. Trypan blue-positive cells were then enumerated using an automated cell counter (TC20, Bio-Rad).

Statistical analysis
All error bars represented SD of triplicate cultures from different samples. Groups were compared using the Student’s t test to evaluate associations between independent variables, and the P values were obtained. Adjusted multivariate analyses for continuous independent variables (to other variables) required larger sample sizes and were not used in this study. Further Cox regression (investigation of multiple variables) was also not carried out because of the small sample size.
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